TT8

Compare Anywhere;
The TT8 is Miles Ahead Of
The Competition.
"Sole TT8 is the biggest and most powerful
treadmill from Sole this year. It still comes with
great quality, numerous features, and long
warranties that Sole has been known for."
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The TT8 is an engineering marvel in every sense.
TT stands for twenty-two as in twenty-two inches
wide. The TT8 treadmill offers a twenty-two inch
wide running surface designed to give runners
an extra safe and comfortable feel. The extra
width truly lets runners run freely without having
to think about where they're positioned on the
treadmill at all times.
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Treadmill Features

Treadmill

Cushion Flex
Suspension System

Specifications
Features

Frame

A unique design to any type of treadmill on the market, this deck provides our
users with a comfortable and quiet workout. In a recent study our cushion flex

Motor

4.0 HP

Speed

0.5 - 12 Mph (1 - 18 Km) Dimensions

Incline

0 - 15 Levels

Item Size

1995 x 920 x 1465 mm

Workout Display

9" LCD

Carton Size

2120 x 900 x 440 mm

Toggle Switch: Speed / Incline

Yes

Item NW / GW (KGs)

136 / 151 kgs

Chest Strap Included

Yes

1 x 20' Qty

32

Sound System

Yes

1 x 40' Qty

65

This design was built for hotel needs. The treadmill needed to be as mobile

Cooling Fans

Yes

1 x 40HQ' Qty

78

resulted in an all-steel welded frame that is more stable than most non-folding

Weight Capacity

150 kgs

Running Surface

22" x 60"
(559 x 1524 mm)

has proven to reduce impact of up to 40% as compared to running on asphalt.

Easy Assist Folding
Design
With safety and quality in mind. SOLE has developed an easy to assist folding
design. At the flip of a switch the deck will unfold itself slowly without need for
assistance, as well as fold back securely and easily into upright position.

Programs: Pre-Set

Manual. P1 - P5

Programs: User

1 Custom, 1 Fit-Test

Programs: HRC

2

Double Horseshoe
Folding Frame
as possible while still providing an efficient workout. Our easy to move design

frames.

Convenient Speed &
Incline Controls
Built in speed and incline controls in our handrails add ease of use and
unparalleled control during your workout.

Treadmill Console

Sound System with 2
way Cable
The workout just got easier. the sound system allows for anyone with a music

All models have been upgraded with vibrant LCD
display consoles. The cleaner sharper design is in
addition to the overhaul changes done on all our
machines, now boasting better specs and greater
value for the customer

device to be able to listen to their music during their workouts.
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